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• There is a growing ambivalence, among scholars, university administrators, 
politicians, and the general public, about the societal impact of academic 
research. 

• academics globally have been encouraged by university administrators and the 
governments that support public institutions to achieve multiple objectives with 
their research, including scholarly publishing, societal relevance and impact, and 
income generation from sources outside of the university 

• “We write too much, too much that is irrelevant to the public good, and our 
thoughts are often shrouded in an academic verbalise that alienates all but the 
most devout member of the peer group.” (Alan Gilbert, 2011)
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(RE)DEFINING RESEARCH IMPACT



• “Every field work role is at once a social interaction device for securing 
information for scientific purposes and a set of behaviors in which an observer’s 
self is involved.” (Raymond Gold, 1958)

• “Most scholars are concerned with publication mainly and typically do not focus 
on public exposure… Their focus is on exposure and citations in academic 
media, that is, on scholarly impact; the incentives of academic institutions 
encourage this.” (Bent Flyvbjerg, 2012)
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Scholarly Roles

• Scholar as independent outsider

• Scholar as public intellectual

• Scholar as Contractor

• Collaborative Scholar

• Activist Scholar

Impacts:

• Epistemology

• Access

• Funding

• Conflict 

• Social Change
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ROLE OF THE SCHOLAR: RESEARCH, CONFLICT 
AND SOCIAL CHANGE

Scholars take on different roles relative to the subjects they study. These roles have 

various impacts:
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SCHOLAR AS INDEPENDENT OUTSIDER
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SCHOLAR AS PUBLIC INTELLECTUAL
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COLLABORATIVE SCHOLAR
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COLLABORATIVE SCHOLARSHIP
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INSTITUTIONAL PRESSURES AND INCENTIVES



• “universities are needed to help 
tackle the serious challenges faced 
by towns and cities…progress will 
require new partnerships.

o universities and city halls need to 
build deep links

o universities and cities should put 
inclusiveness first

o Bring a wider perspective (but 
beware of best practice)

o Combine disciplines

o Monitor progress and tell the story

o Use the university campus

o Understanding the roots of city 
challenges and innovating to solve 
them
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FROM INDIVIDUAL TO INSTITUTION
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TRANS-DISCIPLINARY
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SCHOOL OF CITIES STRUCTURE
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Steering Committee

Academic 

Advisory Board

Pillar 3
Engagement and Thought 

Leadership

• School for Mayors

• Workshops

• “Davos for Cities” conference

• Urbanist/ Urbanism Awards 

• Urban Institutes Network

Pillar 1
Research Programs

Academic + Government + Industry 

Partnership

• Grand Challenges

• Science of Cities

• Cities by Design

• Cities of Opportunity

• Special Interest Groups

Urban Piloting Lab

• From ideas to application

Pillar 2
Academic Programming

• UG and PG cross disciplinary 

Courses and Academic 

Programs 

• Continuing Education

• Certificate Programming, 

Executive Education

• High School Programs

Fellows Program

City Advisory 

Board

Directorate

• Director

• Business Officer

School of Cities International Satellites

www.schoolofcities.com



MIXED USE BUILDING INCUBATOR

• Creative mixed use buildings can 

deliver critical public services in 

facilities that are better than any one 

partner could realize on their own.

• A form of partnership that is based on 
a long-term relationship

• At present, each partnership is 
bespoke

o Often realized as a last resort

• Can innovative mixed use buildings 
be turned from a last resort to a first 
option
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URBAN PILOT LAB
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GRAND CHALLENGE RESEARCH PROJECTS
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STUDENT FELLOWS + ACADEMY
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CONCLUSIONS: UNIVERSITY AS CITY BUILDER


